This paper derives necessary and sufficient conditions under which positional preferences do not induce inter-temporal distortions. When labor supply is exogenous, positional preferences for consumption have been shown to be non-distortionary for a class of models. However, it has not been explored whether the same holds when households also exhibit positional preferences for wealth. The analysis identifies a restricted homogeneityproperty which, when not satisfied, induces positional preferences to be distortionary, despite inelastic labor supply. Without positional preferences for wealth, a constant marginal rate of substitution-property is necessary and sufficient for a consumption positionality to be non-distortionary. Once a household also has positional preferences for wealth in addition, the consumption positionality almost always becomes distortionary, as the implied effects of the positional concerns induce opposing effects on a household's saving behavior. Under a constant marginal rates of substitution-property, these opposing effects exactly offset each other.
1 Introduction 1 production), positional preferences with respect to consumption have no impact on the steady state equilibrium, once labor supply is exogenous.
2 However, it has not been generally explored whether the same holds when households also exhibit positional preferences for wealth. Moreover this paper focuses on the distortionary impact of positional preferences -not on the question whether or not there is an impact on the equilibrium path at all.
Three related prior papers investigate the conditions under which positional preferences with respect to consumption are non-distortionary. Alonso-Carrera et al. (2006) consider an Ak model in which habit-forming households exhibit positional preferences for consumption. In case of no habits, a constant marginal rate of substitution-property is required for positional preferences to be non-distortionary.
Their result coincides with that in this paper -for the case in which households are not positional with respect to wealth. Though, Alonso-Carrera et al. (2006) focus on the interaction between relative consumption and habits, this paper works out conditions when households are concerned with both relative consumption and relative wealth. Arrow and Dasgupta (2009) also demonstrate that a constant marginal rate of substitution-property is required for positional preferences to be non-distortionary. However, while their paper works out the conditions for the case of endogenous labor supply and positional concerns for both consumption and leisure, this paper focuses on positional preferences with respect to consumption and wealth (with exogenous labor supply). In their endogenous growth framework, Liu and Turnovsky (2005) also develop a constant marginal rate of substitutioncondition. Though they do not consider wealth-dependent preferences.
Three further related papers consider positional preferences for both consump- 2 Brekke and Howarth (2002, p.142) argue that "we have established that augmenting a standard neoclassical growth model to incorporate a concern for relative consumption has no impacts on long-run economic behavior." Fisher and Hof (2000, p.249) show that the result that "relative consumption does not affect the long-run steady state...is robust with respect to the specification of the instantaneous utility function." Liu and Turnovsky (2005, p.1106) state that " [w] ith exogenous labor supply, consumption externalities, which impact through the labor-consumption tradeoff, have no channel to affect steady state output" in a framework with neoclassical production. Rauscher (1997, p.38) argues that "conspicuous consumption does not affect the long-run steady state." tion and wealth. Nakamoto (2009) demonstrates, in a framework with exogenous growth, that even with exogenous labor supply, positional preferences for consumption always introduce a distortion, once preferences are wealth dependent.
In a framework with endogenous growth, this result is (only) partially confirmed.
Nakamoto (2009) does not consider positional preferences for wealth. Here, we show that once households exhibit positional preferences for wealth, positional preferences for consumption need not necessarily introduce a distortion (see below), in contrast to the result of Nakamoto (2009) . Tournemaine and Tsoukis (2008) investigate positional preferences with respect to both consumption and wealth. However, they analyze the impact of positional preferences on growth (they do not consider the distortionary effects). A third closely related paper is Ghosh and Wendner (2014) , which considers an endogenous growth model with positional concerns with respect to both consumption and wealth. The paper shows that a preference for wealth is critical for a consumption positionality to be distortionary. Their paper, however, focuses on the effects of positional preferences on growth, welfare, and optimal taxation for a functionally specified utility function. In contrast, this paper works out necessary and sufficient conditions for preferences to be non-distortionary for a fully general utility function. This paper contributes to the prior literature in two ways. First, the paper provides necessary and sufficient conditions for positional concerns for consumption to be non-distortionary, in a framework with exogenous labor supply. Second, the paper explores necessary and sufficient conditions for positional preferences to be non-distortionary when households have positional preferences with respect to both consumption and wealth. This paper displays three main results. First, if households do not exhibit a preference for wealth, positional preferences with respect to consumption do not cause a distortion if a constant marginal rate of substitution-property is satisfied.
Under this property, the marginal utility of consumption of individual households is proportional to that of a social planner, and the market equilibrium path equals that of the social optimum. In contrast, if households are positional with respect to wealth but not with respect to consumption, the market equilibrium path is always inefficient. Second, if households exhibit a preference for wealth -but are not positional with respect for wealth -then positional preferences with respect to consumption always introduce a distortion. Third, if households exhibit positional preferences for both consumption and wealth, then, under restrictive assumptions, the market equilibrium path can be socially optimal. The key property is that the marginal rates of substitution of reference consumption for consumption and of reference wealth for wealth must be constant and identical. Under this property, the opposing effects of positional concerns (for consumption and wealth) on savings exactly offset each other. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the endogenous growth model (with inelastic labor supply) for both the market economy and the social optimum. Section 3 analyzes the distortionary effects of positional preferences for consumption without and with wealth-dependent preferences. Subsequently, the section analyzes positional preferences for both consumption and wealth. Section 4 concludes the paper.
The Model
We consider a dynamic general equilibrium model of a closed economy that allows for fully endogenous growth. Endogenous growth stems from constant returns to capital (Ak model). Time is considered to be continuous. There is a large number of households and firms, the respective number of which we normalize to unity.
Households are homogeneous and exhibit positional preferences. They derive utility not only from own consumption but also from own consumption relative to some consumption reference level, and from own wealth relative to some wealth reference level. 4 
Preferences
The representative household has preferences for consumption c, relative consumption c/c, wealth k, and relative wealth k/k. Relative consumption is given by individual consumption relative to some consumption reference levelc. As households are homogeneous in our framework, we consider the economy's average consumption level as a natural choice for a household's consumption reference level. By the same token, relative wealth is given by individual wealth relative to the average wealth in the economy,k. Individual households considerc andk as exogenous.
Wealth-dependent preferences have been considered before (cf., among others, Corneo and Jeanne 1997 , 2001 , Fisher and Hof 2000 , Fisher and Hof 2005 , Futagami and Shibata 1998 , Hof and Wirl 2008 , Pham 2005 , Rauscher 1997 ). However, only few papers consider both positional consumption-and positional wealth concerns (cf. Nakamoto 2009 , Tournemaine and Tsoukis 2008 , Ghosh and Wendner 2014 . In this paper, both relative consumption and relative wealth enter the utility function.
The reduced-form instantaneous utility function is given by:
In the standard model, u c (c,c, k,k) > 0, and u i (c,c, k,k) = 0 for some i ∈ {c, k,k}, where a subindex refers to the partial derivative: Throughout, we assume that the utility function (1) is strictly concave, twice continuously differentiable, and strictly increasing in c. 
5
The intertemporal utility function, U , as viewed from date t = 0, is given by:
where ρ > 0 is the household's constant pure rate of time preference.
Example 1 (Ghosh and Wendner (2014) )
An example of such preferences is given by the instantaneous utility function in Ghosh and Wendner (2014) . They analyze an economy, in which preferences are specified by
This is the leading example illustrating the theoretical results below.
Technology
A homogeneous output, y, is produced by capital according to the linear technology (Rebelo 1991) :
where y is gross production per capita, and k is capital per capita. The depreciation rate of capital is δ ∈ [0, 1]. We assume (A − δ) ≥ 0 to ensure a nonnegative netproductivity. Moreover, there is no population growth.
Market equilibrium
Let the superscript m indicate a market (decentralized) equilibrium. Households choose a consumption stream so as to maximize intertemporal utility (2) subject
Differential equation (5) reflects the flow budget constraint of the representative household. Restriction (6) is obvious; every household is required to base her plans on the initial value of her wealth. Notice that (5) and (6) hold for both the market framework and the social optimum (see below). Restriction (7) reflects the fact that individual households consider the positionality reference levels as exogenous.
Finally, (8) is the transversality condition.
For the market economy, the current value Hamiltonian is given by:
where the costate variable µ m represents the shadow price of capital. An interior solution implies the following first-order conditions:
Notice that without wealth in the utility function, u k (.) = 0, and (11) simplifies to
For the decentralized economy, an equilibrium path is characterized by (5), (6), (10) , and (11).
Social Optimum
Let the superscript o indicate a social planner's optimal equilibrium. By employing a utilitarian social welfare function, the social planner chooses a consumption stream 7 so as to maximize intertemporal utility
subject tok
Restrictions (13) - (15) have the same interpretations as those given for the market economy. The main difference with respect to the decentralized framework is the fact that the social planner takes into account thatc
For the social optimum, the current value Hamiltonian is given by:
where the costate variable µ o represents the optimal shadow price of capital. An interior solution implies the following first-order conditions:
Notice that without wealth in the utility function, u k (.) = uk(.) = 0, and (18) simplifies to becomeμ
That is, without wealth in the utility function, it is always the case that the shadow price of capital in the decentralized economy grows at the same rate as that in the
In the above-mentioned example (Ghosh and Wendner 2014) , equation (19) is equivalent to ξ = 0.
For the centralized economy framework, an equilibrium path is characterized by (13) , (14), (17), and (18).
3 Distortionary effects of positional preferences
In this section, we address two cases. The first case is the special case in which households have positional concerns only with respect to (relative) consumption.
We develop a necessary and sufficient condition for positional preferences to be non-distortionary. The results developed here are essential for understanding those of the general second case, in which households have positional concerns with respect to both (relative) consumption and (relative) wealth.
Positional concerns with respect to consumption
In this subsection, we focus on the case: uk(.) = 0. This is the case in which households are not concerned about others' wealth levels, i.e., about a wealth reference level. However, households may be concerned about own wealth, in which case u k (.) = 0. In order to sharpen our results, we distinguish u k (.) = 0 from u k (.) > 0.
No preference for wealth
We compare the equilibrium path of a market economy with that of the socially optimal one. Clearly, we need to considerc = c here. With u k (.) = 0, (11) and (18) become:μ
As the right hand sides of (20) and (21) are identical, the growth rate of the shadow prices µ m and µ o must be identical as well. As a consequence, for the market equilibrium path to be efficient (non-distortionary), the following must hold:
for some constant φ > 0. We assume: Considering (22) together with (10) and (17), the following condition must be satisfied for the market equilibrium path to be efficient:
with φ being constant. For any wealth levels, the marginal rate of substitution of 
where we set λ = 1/c. || proportional and grow at the same rate. As a consequence, the Euler equations (11') and (18') are identical. As one consequence, consumption grows at the same rate in the two frameworks (see Appendix).
3. Consider k m t = k o t for all t > 0. Then property (RHc) implies that the two transversality conditions (8) and (15) A condition in the nature of (RHc) was first introduced by Alonso-Carrera et al. 
As can be easily verified, (RHc) is satisfied:
Thus, 0 < φ = 1−η c is constant. Consequently, Proposition 1 applies, and positional concerns with respect to consumption do not introduce any distortion.
A second interesting example is given in Rauscher (1997) . In his endogenous growth framework, Rauscher (1997) argues that relative consumption does introduce a distortion, unless the elasticity of marginal utility equals unity (Proposition 12 2, p. 38). Rauscher specifies instantaneous utility as follows:
That is, the marginal rate of substitution ofc for c becomes:
which, in general needs not be constant (in c). In fact, condition (RHc) is satisfied -that is, this marginal rate of substitution is constant -only under the condition that v (c) is homogeneous of degree −1. In this case,
, constant.
Thus, the elasticity of marginal utility (regarding v(c), as defined by Rauscher) becomes: In what follows, we show that the result of Proposition 1 is not robust with respect to wealth-dependent preferences.
Preference for wealth:
In contrast to the previous subsection, we allow households to have a preference for wealth. Here, households care about own wealth, u k (.) > 0, but they have no positional preference for wealth, uk(.) = 0. We relax this assumption in the subsequent subsection. To sharpen results, though, we distinguish preferences for wealth from positional preferences for wealth (when uk(.) > 0).
The steps followed here and in the next subsection resemble those of the above discussion -with the right adjustments, though. With u k (.) > 0, (11) and (18) 13 become:μ
Following the above arguments, for the Euler equations (25) and (26) to be satisfied, it is necessary that the right hand sides coincide. Inspection of the right hand sides of (25) and (26) (25) and (26) property itself is not "too" restrictive -it is satisfied for many specifications of the utility function (and Ghosh and Wendner (2014) is one of these). However, as soon as households exhibit a preference for wealth, positional concerns with respect to consumption are distortionary for all specifications of the utility function.
14 The intuition for this result stems from the fact that the marginal rate of substitution of wealth for consumption always differs between the market equilibrium and the social optimum. Specifically, the marginal utility of wealth is affected by the reference consumption level. The social planner always considers the marginal disutility from reference consumption, while individual households in the market equilibrium never do. For this reason, the marginal rates of substitution of capital for consumption differ. As a consequence, the Keynes-Ramsey rules differ between the market equilibrium and the social optimum, and so do the consumption-(capital-) growth rates.
In the example of Ghosh and Wendner (2014) , the current case corresponds to:
That is, their preference specification becomes
As shown above, (RHc) is satisfied. Here however, once η c > 0, the right hand sides of the Euler equations do not coincide. For any date t, consider their difference:
Thus, it is the preference for wealth, ξ > 0, that makes the consumption positionality distortionary.
In what follows, we show that positional concerns with respect to wealth introduce a further distortion that is capable of exactly counterbalancing the distortionary effect of relative consumption under wealth dependent preferences.
Positional concerns with respect to consumption and wealth
In contrast to the subsection above, here we consider the case in which households have positional preferences not only with respect to consumption but also with respect to wealth. That is we consider uc < 0 and uk < 0. Contrary to the subsection above, here households exhibit not only a preference for wealth but also a preference for relative wealth.
Following the methodology developed in subsection 3.1.1, we first consider the Euler equations:
In contrast to the case without wealth-positionality, here, if uk and uc are "well behaved" in a specific sense, the right hand sides of (28) and (29) can be equal.
Specifically, the right hand sides of (28) and (29) are equal (for c m = c o and
if and only if
If (RHc) is satisfied, then a parallel homogeneity condition regarding k must be satisfied for (30) to potentially hold.
Definition 2 (RHk)
Utility function u(., ., k,k) satisfies (RHk) if both functions [u k (., ., k,k)+uk(., ., k,k)]|k =k and [u k (., ., k,k)]|k =k are homogeneous in (., ., k, k) for all k ∈ R + .
Property (RHk) restricts the homogeneity requirement to symmetric equilibria, wherek = k. In employing this property, the utility function needs not be homogeneous fork = k. Graphically speaking, (RHk) requires indifference curves for (k, k) to have the same slope along the 45-degree line from the origin. Put differently, the trade-off betweenk and k does not depend on the level of capital fork = k. Moreover, the degrees of homogeneity for (RHc) and (RHk) are not restricted to be equal. and the constant marginal rates of substitution ofc for c (ofk for k) are identical,
the market equilibrium path is efficient, that is, it coincides with the socially optimal one.
Proof. The proof follows the same steps as that for Proposition 1 and will not be repeated here. However, we need to establish equality of the Euler equations.
1. By (31), the shadow prices of capital, µ m and µ o grow (decline) at the same, not necessarily constant rate. Consequently, µ o = φ µ m , for some constant 0 < φ < 1.
The necessary first-order conditions for consumption are given by
(RHc) implies that the marginal rate of substitution ofc for c (M RSc c ) is independent of c. However, as k grows at a rate different from zero, M RSc c also needs to be independent of k -otherwise φ is not constant. Weak separability of the utility function in c is equivalent to independence of M RSc ,k from k. We note that
2. Equality of the marginal rates of substitution (31) requires
That is, M RSk ,k needs to be independent of c and k as well. wealth, concern for relative consumption always introduces a distortion.
If preferences are positional with respect to wealth but not with respect to consumption, the market equilibrium path is always inefficient, that is, it never coincides with the socially optimal one.
The corollary follows directly from (30). As preferences depend on relative wealth but not on relative consumption -as there is no counteracting positionality with respect to consumption -the positional preferences are always distortionary. Corollary 1 provides an interesting insight. While positional preferences for consumption alone need not be distortionary (cf. Proposition 1), positional preferences for wealth alone are always distortionary.
To illustrate the proposition, let us turn to the example of Ghosh and Wendner (2014) . For the general case, their preference specification is given by u(c,c, k,k) = 1 γ cc −ηc kk
As can easily be verified, (RHc) and (RHk) are both is satisfied. Moreover, the utility function is weakly separable in c and k. Specifically: 
Conclusions
In an endogenous growth context with exogenous labor supply, this paper addresses the research question of whether or not positional preferences are distortionary. The paper shows that the answer depends on the type of positionality. Preferences may exhibit positional concerns for consumption or for wealth (or both).
Without positional concerns for consumption, positional preferences for wealth are always distortionary. The reason is that the marginal rate of substitution of wealth for consumption is always smaller in a social optimum compared to the market equilibrium, as the social planner takes the negative wealth externality (coming from a rise in k) into account whereas individual households do not. As a consequence, households over-save compared to the social optimum.
The same result does not hold in the presence of positional concerns for consumption. In that case, the consumption positionality exerts an opposing impact on savings. A constancy-and equality of marginal rates of substitution-property ensures that these opposing effects of the wealth-and consumption positionalities exactly offset each other. If this property holds, the market equilibrium path is efficient despite positional preferences.
Without positional concerns for wealth, positional preferences for consumption are always distortionary -except for the case that preferences are not wealth dependent and the marginal rate of substitution of reference consumption for consumption is constant. In this latter case, the shadow prices of capital of the market economy and the social optimum are proportional to each other, and the market economy path is efficient.
The paper derives necessary and sufficient conditions for positional preferences to be non-distortionary. These conditions, though, are shown to be quite restrictive.
